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Romantic Poetry 2002-06-04
romantic poetry encompasses twenty seven new essays by prominent scholars on the influences and interrelations among romantic movements throughout europe and the americas it provides an expansive overview of
eighteenth and nineteenth century poetry in the european languages the essays take account of interrelated currents in american argentinian brazilian bulgarian canadian caribbean chilean colombian croatian czech danish
english estonian finnish french german greek hungarian irish italian mexican norwegian peruvian polish romanian russian serbian slovak spanish swedish and uruguayan literature contributors adopt different models for
comparative study tracing a theme or motif through several literatures developing innovative models of transnational influence studying the role of romantic poetry in socio political developments or focusing on an issue that
appears most prominently in one national literature yet is illuminated by the international context this collaborative volume provides an invaluable resource for students of comparative literature and romanticism special offer
30 discount for a complete set order 5 vols the romanticism series in the comparative history of literatures in european languages is the result of a remarkable international collaboration the editorial team coordinated the
efforts of over 100 experts from more than two dozen countries to produce five independently conceived yet interrelated volumes that show not only how romanticism developed and spread in its principal european homelands
and throughout the new world but also the ways in which the affected literatures in reaction to romanticism have redefined themselves on into modernism a glance at the index of each volume quickly reveals the extraordinary
richness of the series total contents romantic irony sets the broader experimental parameters of comparison by concentrating on the myriad expressions of irony as one of the major impulses in the romantic philosophical and
artistic revolution and by combining cross cultural and interdisciplinary studies with special attention also to literatures in less widely diffused language streams romantic drama traces creative innovations that deeply altered
the understanding of genre at large fed popular imagination through vehicles like the opera and laid the foundations for a modernist theater of the absurd romantic poetry demonstrates deep patterns and a sharing of crucial
themes of the revolutionary age which underlie the lyrical expression that flourished in so many languages and environments nonfictional romantic prose assists us in coping with the vast array of writings from the personal
and intimate sphere to modes of public discourse including romanticism s own self commentary in theoretical statements on the arts society life the sciences and more nor are the discursive dimensions of imaginative
literature neglected in the closing volume romantic prose fiction where the basic romantic themes and story types the romance novel novella short story and other narrative forms are considered throughout europe and the
new world this enormous realm is seen not just in terms of romantic theorizing but in the light of the impact of romantic ideas and narration on later generations as an aid to readers the introduction to romantic prose fiction
explains the relationships among the volumes in the series and carries a listing of their tables of contents in an appendix no other series exists comparable to these volumes which treat the entirety of romanticism as a cultural
happening across the whole breadth of the old and new worlds and thus render a complex picture of european spiritual strivings in the late eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries a heritage still very close to our age

Magnificent Rebels 2022-09-13
a new yorker essential read from the best selling author of the invention of nature comes an exhilarating story about a remarkable group of young rebels poets novelists philosophers who through their epic quarrels passionate
love stories heartbreaking grief and radical ideas launched romanticism onto the world stage inspiring some of the greatest thinkers of the time a best book of the year the new york times the washington post make s the
reader feel as if they were in the room with the great personalities of the age bearing witness to their insights and their vanities and rages lauren groff best selling author of matrix when did we begin to be as self centered as
we are today at what point did we expect to have the right to determine our own lives when did we first ask the question how can i be free it all began in a quiet university town in germany in the 1790s when a group of
playwrights poets and writers put the self at center stage in their thinking their writing and their lives this brilliant circle included the famous poets goethe schiller and novalis the visionary philosophers fichte schelling and
hegel the contentious schlegel brothers and in a wonderful cameo alexander von humboldt and at the heart of this group was the formidable caroline schlegel who sparked their dazzling conversations about the self nature
identity and freedom the french revolutionaries may have changed the political landscape of europe but the young romantics incited a revolution of the mind that transformed our world forever we are still empowered by their
daring leap into the self and by their radical notions of the creative potential of the individual the highest aspirations of art and science the unity of nature and the true meaning of freedom we also still walk the same tightrope
between meaningful self fulfillment and destructive narcissism between the rights of the individual and our responsibilities toward our community and future generations at the heart of this inspiring book is the extremely
modern tension between the dangers of selfishness and the thrilling possibilities of free will

German Idealism 2009-06-30
one of the very few accounts in english of german idealism this ambitious work advances and revises our understanding of both the history and the thought of the classical period of german philosophy as he traces the
structure and evolution of idealism as a doctrine frederick beiser exposes a strong objective or realist strain running from kant to hegel and identifies the crucial role of the early romantics hÃ lderlin schlegel and novalis as the
founders of absolute idealism traditionally german idealism is understood as a radical form of subjectivism that expands the powers of the self to encompass the entire world but beiser reveals a different in fact opposite
impulse an attempt to limit the powers of the subject between kant and hegel he finds a movement away from cosmic subjectivity and toward greater realism and naturalism with one form of idealism succeeding another as
each proved an inadequate basis for explaining the reality of the external world and the place of the self in nature thus german idealism emerges here not as a radical development of the cartesian tradition of philosophy but
as the first important break with that tradition table of contents introduction 1 realism in german idealism 2 exorcising the spirit 3 the critique of foundationalism 4 the troublesome hegelian legacy 5 the taxonomy of german
idealism i kant s critique of idealism introduction kant and the problem of subjectivism 1 the clash of interpretations 2 method and results 3 contemporary kant scholarship 1 idealism in the precritical years 1 the idealist
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challenge 2 the first refutation of idealism 3 idealist dreams and visions 4 the critique of idealism in the inaugural dissertation 5 skeptical ambivalence 6 david hume transcendental realist 2 transcendental idealism and
empirical realism 1 the case for subjectivism 2 the first edition definitions of transcendental idealism 3 transcendental versus empirical idealism 4 empirical realism in the aesthetic 5 empirical realism and empirical dualism 3
the first edition refutation of skeptical idealism 1 the priority of skeptical idealism 2 the critique of the fourth paralogism 3 the proof of the external world 4 a cartesian reply 5 appearances and spatiality 6 the ambiguity of
transcendental idealism 7 the coherence of transcendental idealism 4 the first edition refutation of dogmatic idealism 1 the missing refutation 2 kant s interpretation of leibniz 3 the dispute in the aesthetic 4 dogmatic idealism
in the antinomies 5 kant and berkeley 1 the gÃ ttingen review 2 kant s reaction 3 berkeleyianism in the first edition of the kritik 4 the argument of the prolegomena 5 kant s interpretation of berkeley 6 the small but real
differences 6 the second edition refutation of problematic idealism 1 the problem of interpretation 2 kant s motives 3 the question of kant s realism 4 realism in the refutation 5 the new strategy 6 the argument of the
refutation 7 outer vis Ã vis inner sense 8 kant s refutations in the reflexionen 1788 93 7 kant and the way of ideas 1 the theory of ideas 2 loyalty and apostasy 3 the transcendental versus the subjective 4 the question of
consistency 5 the doctrine of inner sense 6 kantian self knowledge and the cartesian tradition 8 the transcendental subject 1 persistent subjectivism 2 eliminating the transcendental subject 3 the criteria of subjectivity 4 the
subjectivity of the transcendental 5 restoring the transcendental subject 9 the status of the transcendental 1 the problematic status of the categories 2 the metaphysial interpretation 3 the psychological interpretation 4 the
logical interpretation 5 the ineliminable psychological dimension 6 problems of transcendental psychology 7 transcendental psychology and transcendental idealism 10 kant s idealism in the opus postumum 1 kant s peruke 2
the gap in the critical system 3 the transition program and its implications 4 the transition and refutation 5 the selbstsetzungslehre 6 appearance of appearance continuity with critical doctrines 7 appearance of appearance its
novelty 8 the thing in itself ii fichte s critique of subjectivism introduction the interpretation of fichte s idealism 1 fichte and the subjectivist tradition 1 the challenge of subjectivism 2 early critique of reinhold 3 the discovery of
desire 4 the primacy of practical reason 5 fichte s foundationalism 2 the battle against skepticism 1 first doubts 2 the aenesidemus review 3 maimon s skepticism 4 the official response 5 the final line of defense 3 criticism
versus dogmatism 1 the transformation of the kantian problematic 2 the two systems 3 the refutation of dogmatism 4 fichte and the thing in itself 4 freedom and subjectivity 1 the meaning of freedom 2 the theory of
subjectivity 3 woes of the absolute ego 4 the two egos 5 knowledge of freedom 1 the break with kant 2 a philosophy of striving 3 the origins of intellectual intuition 4 the meaning of intellectual intuition 5 fichte versus kant on
intellectual intuition 6 self knowledge and freedom 7 faith in freedom 6 critical idealism 1 problems of idealism 2 the role of striving 3 the synthesis of idealism and realism 4 reintroducing and reinterpreting the thing in itself 7
the refutation of idealism 1 later arguments against idealism 2 the fichtean versus kantian refutation 3 problems of exposition 4 the deduction of the external world 8 the structure of intersubjectivity 1 kant versus fichte on the
problem of other minds 2 first reflections 3 the argument for intersubjectivity 4 the normative structure of intersubjectivity iii absolute idealism 1 absolute idealism general introduction 1 the dramatis personae 2 the meaning
of absolute idealism 3 absolute versus critical idealism 4 the break with critical idealism 5 intellectual sources 6 the rehabilitation of metaphysics 7 the aesthetics of absolute idealism 2 hÃ lderlin and absolute idealism 1
philosophy versus poetry 2 sources of absolute idealism 3 the critique of fichte 4 aesthetic sense 5 the concept of nature 6 philosophy in literature 3 novalis magical idealism 1 novalis and the idealist tradition 2 fichte studies 3
fichte in novalis idealism 4 the elements of magical idealism 5 syncriticism 6 models of knowledge 4 friedrich schlegel s absolute idealism 1 philosophy history and poetry 2 the break with fichte 3 an antifoundationalist
epistemology 4 romanticism and absolute idealism 5 the mystical 6 lectures on transcendental idealism iv schelling and absolute idealism introduction the troublesome schellingian legacy 1 the path toward absolute idealism 1
the fichte schelling alliance 2 early fault lines 3 an independent standpoint 4 the first quarrel 2 the development of naturphilosophie 1 the claims of naturphilosophie 2 the early fichtean phase 3 the first decisive step 4 the
priority of naturphilosophie 3 schelling s break with fichte 1 background 2 the dispute begins 3 schelling states his case 4 a botched reconciliation 5 persistent hopes 6 the irresolvable differences 4 problems methods and
concepts of naturphilosophie 1 absolute idealism and naturphilosophie 2 the problematic of naturphilosophie 3 rethinking matter 4 nature as organism 5 regulative or constitutive 6 the methodology of naturphilosophie 5
theory of life and matter 1 the spinozism of physics 2 the dynamic construction of matter 3 the theory of life 4 irritability sensibility and world soul 5 the mental and physical as potencies 6 schelling s absolute idealism 1 the
blinding light of 1801 2 objective idealism 3 the kantian fichtean interpretation 4 the interpretation of subject object identity 7 the dark night of the absolute 1 the dark parmenidian vision 2 the dilemma of absolute knowledge
3 rethinking the absolute 4 the fall 8 absolute knowledge 1 in defense of speculation 2 the strategy for the defense 3 intellectual intuition 4 fichte versus schelling on intellectual intuition 5 art versus philosophy 6 the method of
construction 7 head over heels into the absolute 8 the paradox of absolute knowledge notes bibliography index reviews of this book a magnificent new book that beiser manages to keep the reader afloat as he steers through
such deep and turbulent waters deserves the highest praise expository writing of unfailing lucidity is supported by reference to an unrivalled range of sources i learned something from this book on almost every page for
anyone at all seriously interested in the topic this is now the place to start michael rosen times literary supplement

The Limits of Voice 1996
the title of this work derives from costa lima s reading of what is probably the most famous passage in kant s third critique in kant s thesis that the results of aesthetic judgment are generally communicable but without the
mediation of a concept costa lima discovers the necessity to identify and underscore a silence this silence these limits of voice becomes the complex metonymy for the central theme of this book literary experience as a case
of aesthetic experience in pursuing this theme costa lima views aesthetic and literary experience as a historically limited potentiality and examines the limits of aesthetic experience which comes from its dependence on
contextual requirements the concern about limits of voice is developed on three different levels first costa lima focuses as a historical and systematic condition for aesthetic and literary experience on subjectivity as the subject
s right to speak in his her own name second he argues that although historical modes of speaking and experiencing were inscribed into and legitimized by cosmological constructions subjectivity requires the existence of a
context no longer grounded in cosmology which he refers to as the law third he postulates the double dependence of literary and aesthetic experience on the emergence of subjectivity and the existence of the law as its
enabling and limiting frame condition this book answers a challenge that has persisted in literary theory and literary history for almost two decades how to historicize the concept of literature
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The Lever as Instrument of Reason 2019-05-30
the lever appears to be a very simple object a tool used since ancient times for the most primitive of tasks to lift and to balance why then were prominent intellectuals active around 1800 in areas as diverse as science
philosophy and literature inspired to think and write about levers in the lever as instrument of reason readers will discover the remarkable ways in which the lever is used to model the construction of knowledge and to mobilize
new ideas among diverse disciplines these acts of construction are shown to model key aspects of the human from the more abstract processes of moral decision making to a quite literal equation of the powerful human ego
with the supposed stability and power of the fulcrum point

The Romantic Absolute 2013-12-24
the absolute was one of the most significant philosophical concepts in the early nineteenth century particularly for the german romantics its exact meaning and its role within philosophical romanticism remain however a highly
contested topic among contemporary scholars in the romantic absolute dalia nassar offers an illuminating new assessment of the romantics and their understanding of the absolute in doing so she fills an important gap in the
history of philosophy especially with respect to the crucial period between kant and hegel scholars today interpret philosophical romanticism along two competing lines one emphasizes the romantics concern with epistemology
the other their concern with metaphysics through careful textual analysis and systematic reconstruction of the work of three major romantics novalis friedrich schlegel and friedrich schelling nassar shows that neither
interpretation is fully satisfying rather she argues one needs to approach the absolute from both perspectives rescuing these philosophers from frequent misunderstanding and even dismissal she articulates not only a new
angle on the philosophical foundations of romanticism but on the meaning and significance of the notion of the absolute itself

Philosophical Romanticism 2006-09-27
philosophical romanticism is one of the first books to address the relationship between philosophy and romanticism an area which is currently undergoing a major revival this collection of specially written articles by world class
philosophers explores the contribution of romantic thought to topics such as freedom autonomy and subjectivity memory and imagination pluralism and practical reasoning modernism scepticism and irony art and ethics and
cosmology time and technology while the roots of romanticism are to be found in early german idealism philosophical romanticism shows that it is not a purely european phenomenon the development of romanticism can be
traced through to north american philosophy in the era of emerson and dewey and up to the current work of stanley cavell and richard rorty the articles in this collection suggest that philosophical romanticism offers a
compelling alternative to both the reductionist tendencies of the naturalism in analytic philosophy and deconstruction and other forms of scepticism found in continental philosophy this outstanding collection will be of interest
to those studying philosophy literature and nineteenth and twentieth century thought

Thought: A Philosophical History 2021-05-03
of all the topics in the history of philosophy the history of different forms of thinking and contemplation is one of the most important and yet is also relatively overlooked what is it to think philosophically how did different forms
of thinking reflection contemplation critique and analysis emerge in different epochs this collection offers a rich and diverse philosophical exploration of the history of contemplation from the classical period to the twenty first
century it covers canonical figures including plato aristotle descartes and kant as well as debates in less well known areas such as classical indian and islamic thought and the role of speculation in twentieth century russian
philosophy comprising twenty two chapters by an international team of contributors the volume is divided into five parts flourishing and thinking from homer to hume the thinking of thinking from augustine to gödel images
and thinking from plotinus to unger bodies of thought and habits of thinking from plato to irigaray the efficacy of thinking from sextus to bataille thought a philosophical history is the first comprehensive investigation of the
history of philosophical thought and contemplation as such it is a landmark publication for anyone researching and teaching the history of philosophy and a valuable resource for those studying the subject in related fields such
as literature religion sociology and the history of ideas

The Cambridge Companion to German Idealism 2000-10-30
this book first published in 2000 offers a comprehensive penetrating and informative guide to the classical period of german philosophy
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Liminal Semiotics 2013-10-24
grenzen ihre Überschreitung ihre auflösung und ihre wiederherstellung sind ein bisher nicht systematisch erforschtes schlüsselkonzept für das verständnis romantischer literatur diese semiotisch komparatistische
grundsatzstudie analysiert über drei kulturräume hinweg vergleichend eine vielfalt heterogener literarischer entgrenzungsphänomene in der romantik und entwickelt auf der basis der romantischen zeichentheorie ein modell
für die analyse transepochaler entgrenzungsphänomene dabei geht sie über bekannte konzepte des paradoxen subjekts hinaus indem entgrenzung als interdependenz von subjekt raum und zeichen umfassend in detaillierten
lektüren literarischer texte aus deutschland den usa und großbritannien sowie in theoretischen exkursen untersucht wird von novalis und coleridge über melville bis hin zu deleuze und guattari die arbeit ist somit nicht nur ein
beitrag zur romantikforschung sondern lotet auch die methodologischen möglichkeiten derselben neu aus die studie wurde 2012 mit dem von der ernst reuter gesellschaft der freunde förderer und ehemaligen der freien
universität berlin e v gestifteten ernst reuter preis als herausragende und zukunftsweisende promotionsarbeit ausgezeichnet boundaries constitute a key concept in romanticism their transgression their elimination but also
their reconstruction by analyzing the triad of sign subject and space this study provides a comprehensive analysis of boundaries in german english and american romanticism its trans epochal approach reveals a shared
dynamic of a multiplicity of heterogeneous boundary phenomena ranging from the late 18th century to postmodern romantic texts and constructs a model for the examination of limits a theory of a limitation the known
concept of the transgressive romantic subject is integrated into this triadic model whose primordial site of a limitation however is the semiotics of romanticism with a creative theoretical design that allows the reader to survey
readings of individual texts as well as broader theoretical frameworks liminal semiotics offers a new perspective on a variety of literary texts and theories ranging from novalis and coleridge to melville and finally to deleuze and
guattari the thesis was awarded the ernst reuter prize 2012 for outstanding dissertations at freie universität berlin

Contagion 1998-03-22
krell writes here with a brilliance of style that few other philosophers can match john sallis although the romantic age is usually thought of as idealizing nature as the source of birth life and creativity david farrell krell focuses
on the preoccupation of three key german romantic thinkers novalis schelling and hegel with nature s destructive powers contagion disease and death

Romanticism, Philosophy, and Literature 2020-05-26
this book offers a broad re evaluation of the key ideas developed by the german romantics concerning philosophy and literature it focuses not only on their own work but also on that of their fellow travelers such as hölderlin
and their contemporary opponents such as hegel as well as on various reactions to and transpositions of their ideas in later authors including coleridge byron kierkegaard nietzsche and dostoevsky

The Immanent Word 2007-03-01
the immanent word establishes that the philosophical study of language inaugurated in the 1759 works of hamann and lessing marks a paradigm shift in modern philosophy it analyzes the transformation of that shift in works
of herder kant fichte novalis and schlegel it contends that recent studies of early linguistic philosophy obscure the most relevant commission of its thinkers arguing against the theological appropriation of hamann by john
milbank against the expressive appropriation of hamann and herder by christina lafont and charles taylor and against philippe lacoue labarthe and jean luc nancy s uncritical championing of schlegel s ideological position

The Philosophical Foundations of Early German Romanticism 2012-02-01
often portrayed as a movement of poets lost in swells of passion early german romanticism has been generally overlooked by scholars in favor of the great system builders of the post kantian period schelling and hegel in the
twelve lectures collected here manfred frank redresses this oversight offering an in depth exploration of the philosophical contributions and contemporary relevance of early german romanticism arguing that the early german
romantics initiated an original movement away from idealism frank brings the leading figures of the movement friedrich schlegel and friedrich von hardenberg novalis into concert with contemporary philosophical
developments and explores the role that friedrich hölderlin and other members of the homburg circle had upon the development of early german romantic philosophy

Forces of Nature 2022-09-05
um 1800 diskutierte man über naturkräfte in verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen und künstlerischen zusammenhängen anziehung und abstoßung lebenskräfte und elektrische ströme der bildungstrieb und biologische
organismen wurden als kräfte untersucht die sich auf natürliche prozesse zurückführen lassen literatur wissenschaft und philosophie der deutschsprachigen romantik von schelling bis zu günderrode und hölderlin arbeiteten
sich an konzepten von kräften ab die als dynamisch und in beständiger tätigkeit begriffen wurden kräfte die auch menschliche handlungen soziale strukturen und kulturelle entwicklungen einzuschließen schienen der band
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erkundet vor und darstellungen von naturkräften in der romantik an der schnittstelle von naturwissenschaft und kulturellen vorstellungswelten

Assembly and its Other in German Romantic Literature and Thought 2022-10-15
this collection of essays turns on a shift in romantic studies from viewing wholeness as an absolute value to critiquing it as a limiting construction wholeness and its concomitant sense of harmony rather than a natural given is
a construct that was assembled and disassembled theorized and criticized by diverse authors and artists in a wide variety of disciplines and socio historical contexts and instrumentalized for diverse purposes the plurality of
these constructions that goethe s urpflanze for example is not synonymous with friedrich schlegel s universal progressive poetry is but one manifestation of how assembly strives but fails to be absolute the other of assembly
referenced in the title suggests two divergent but inseparable tendencies firstly how a construction can take on the appearance of a natural given and secondly how assemblages of wholeness harbor within themselves their
own principle of disarticulation these two tendencies underlie the inexhaustible character of romantic gatherings as a construction passes itself off as nature the natural fails to account for itself as a whole the scope of this
volume encompasses the establishment mapping and interrogation of assembly and its other in german romanticism through interdisciplinary studies on literature aesthetics philosophy drama music synaesthesia mathematics
science and exploration list of contributors beate allert frederick burwick alexis b smith margaret strair christina weiler joshua wilner

Philosophy as Experimentation, Dissidence and Heterogeneity 2021-09-24
contemporary philosophical research interconnects classical domains of philosophy the arts literature and social sciences this collection of essays explores the operational role of experimentation dissidence and heterogeneity
in this process it offers fundaments for the criticism of monolithical tendencies often put forward under the banner of the speculative turn or new realism by means of exploring the contribution and influence of authors such as
j g hamann kierkegaard nietzsche and guy debord these philosophers historically placed within the margins of the philosophical mainstream were decisive in the emergence of the philosophical thought and practices of deleuze
wittgenstein and bataille as shown here the reader will also find re evaluations of the contributions of vico spinoza or kant to posterity next to new readings of authors like foucault hadot benjamin and adorno with regards to
their significant experimental and dissident positions

The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation 2000
this book written by a team of experts from many countries provides a comprehensive account of the ways in which translation has brought the major literature of the world into english speaking culture part i discusses
theoretical issues and gives an overview of the history of translation into english part ii the bulk of the work arranged by language of origin offers critical discussions with bibliographies of the translation history of specific texts
e g the koran the kalevala authors e g lucretius dostoevsky genres e g chinese poetry twentieth century italian prose and national literatures e g hungarian afrikaans

Figuring the Self 1997-02-13
figuring the self consists of twelve essays which present discuss and assess the principal accounts of the self in classical german philosophy focusing on the period around 1800 and covering kant fichte hölderlin novalis
schelling schleiermacher and hegel

Irony and Idealism 2016-09-22
irony and idealism investigates the historical and conceptual structure of the development of a philosophically distinctive conception of irony in early to mid nineteenth century european philosophy the principal figures treated
are the romantic thinkers friedrich schlegel and novalis hegel and kierkegaard fred rush argues that the development of philosophical irony in this historical period is best understood as providing a way forward in philosophy in
the wake of kant and jacobi that is discrete from and many times opposed to german idealism irony and idealism argues against the grain of received opinion that among the german romantics schlegel s conception of irony is
superior to similar ideas found in novalis it also presents a sustained argument showing that historical reconsideration of schlegel has been hampered by contestable hegelian assumptions concerning the conceptual viability of
romantic irony and by the misinterpretation of what the romantics mean by the absolute rush argues that this is primarily a social ontological term and not as is often supposed a metaphysical concept kierkegaard although
critical of the romantic conception deploys his own adaptation of it in his criticism of hegel continuing and in a way completing the arc of irony through nineteenth century philosophy the book concludes by offering suggestions
meant to guide contemporary reconsideration of schlegel s and kierkegaard s views on the philosophical significance of irony
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One Forgotten Night 2012-07-16
she had no past nina dennison awoke to find herself a stranger her memory was gone and the only person she could turn to was detective mike novalis the man who had saved her life his determination to help nina uncover
her past however was not as unselfish as she believed but she could see the future then nina realized the flashes she d been experiencing weren t her memory returning but visions of events to come yet confiding in mike
could lead to more than the truth because if what nina was seeing was real it could mean the end for them both

A Short History of German Literature 1879
this volume considers how the act through which historians interpret the past can be understood as one of epistemological and cognitive translation the book convincingly argues that words images and historical and
archaeological remains can all be considered as objects deserving the same treatment on the part of historians whose task consists exactly in translating their past meanings into present language it goes on to examine the
notion that this act of translation is also an act of synchronization which connects past present and future disrupting and resetting time as well as creating complex temporalities differing from any linear chronology using a
broad deep interpretation of translation history as a translation of the past brings together an international cast of scholars working on different periods to show how their respective approaches can help us to better
understand and translate the past in the future

History as a Translation of the Past 2023-09-21
rather than solid frames some less than perfect aesthetic objects have permeable membranes which allow them to diffuse effortlessly into the everyday world in the parallel universes of music and literature linda cummins
extols the poetry of such imperfection she places debussy s work within a tradition thriving on anti aristotelian principles motley collections crumbling ruins real or fake monstrous hybrids patchwork and palimpsest hasty
sketches ellipses truncated beginnings and endings meandering arabesques irrelevant digressions auto quotations sensitive to the intermittences of memory and experience and with a keen ear for ironic intrusion cummins
draws the reader into the western cultural past in search of the surprisingly ubiquitous aesthetic of the unfinished negatively silhouetted against expectations of rational coherence theories popularized by schlegel and
embraced by the french symbolists are only the first waypoint on an elaborately illustrated tour reaching back to petrarch cummins meticulously applies the derived results to debussy s scores and finds convincing correlations
in this chiasmatic crossover

Debussy and the Fragment 2006
reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and
make them available to the public so that they do not get lost

Critical and miscellaneous essays 2023-03-16
this handbook provides a comprehensive and authoritative analysis of the philosophical dimensions of german romanticism a movement that challenged traditional borders between philosophy poetry and science with
contributions from leading international scholars the collection places the movement in its historical context by both exploring its links to german idealism and by examining contemporary related developments in aesthetics
and scientific research a substantial concluding section of the handbook examines the enduring legacy of german romantic philosophy key features highlights the contributions of german romantic philosophy to literary
criticism irony cinema religion and biology emphasises the important role that women played in the movement s formation reveals the ways in which german romantic philosophy impacted developments in modernism
existentialism and critical theory in the twentieth century interdisciplinary in approach with contributions from philosophers germanists historians and literary scholars providing both broad perspectives and new insights this
handbook is essential reading for scholars undertaking new research on german romantic philosophy as well as for advanced students requiring a thorough understanding of the subject

Critical and Miscellaneous Essays 1855
bilingual english german edition of second collection published by the german poet dramatist and philosopher karoline von günderrode 1780 1806 the second collection of writings by the german poet dramatist and
philosopher karoline von günderrode 1780 1806 poetic fragments was published in 1805 under the pseudonym tian günderrode s work is an unmined source of insight into german romanticism and idealism as well as into the
reception of indian persian and islamic thought in europe anna c ezekiel s introductions highlight the philosophical significance of the texts demonstrating their radical and original consideration of the nature of the universe
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death religion power and gender roles the dramas hildgund and muhammad the prophet of mecca are two of günderrode s most important works for her accounts of agency recognition and the status of women the three
poems included in the collection piedro the pilgrims and the kiss in the dream represent the wide range of forms in which günderrode wrote they reflect themes of erotic longing and union with the divine and point to her
radical reimagining of death this bilingual english german edition is the first volume of günderrode s work to appear in english and will help unearth this rich complex and innovative writer for english readers

The Palgrave Handbook of German Romantic Philosophy 2020-12-15
franz schubert 1797 1828 is now rightly recognized as one of the greatest and most original composers of the nineteenth century schubert steadily graced viennese musical life with his songs piano music and chamber
compositions throughout his career he experimented constantly with technique and in his final years began experiments with form the resultant fascinating works were never performed in his lifetime and only in recent years
have the nature of his experiments found scholarly favor in the unknown schubert contributors explore schubert s radical modernity from a number of perspectives by examining both popular and neglected works chapters by
renowned scholars describe the historical context of his work its relation to the dominant artistic discourses of the early nineteenth century and schubert s role in the paradigmatic shift to a new perception of song

Poetic Fragments 2016-09-23
this book scrutinizes the genre of the author as character with respect to three broad issues authorship the posthumous and cultural revisionism that arise in reading such works from a contemporary perspective late twentieth
century fiction postmodernizes romantic and modern authors not only to understand them better but also to understand itself in relation to a past literary tradition aesthetic paradigms cultural formations etc that has not really
passed penelope fitzgerald s the blue flower peter ackroyd s the last testament of oscar wilde and chatterton peter carey s jack maggs michael cunningham s the hours colm toibin s the master and geoff dyer s out of sheer
rage wrestling with d h lawrence the mighty dead harold bloom are brought back to life reanimated and bodied forth in new textual bodies that project a post modern understanding of the author as a historically and culturally
contingent subjectivity constructed along the lines of gender sexual orientation class and nationality laura e savu is a lecturer at the university of bucharest

The Unknown Schubert 2008
this book the text of martin heidegger s lecture course of 1929 30 is crucial for an understanding of heidegger s transition from the major work of his early years being and time to his later preoccupations with language truth
and history first published in german in 1983 as volume 29 30 of heidegger s collected works the fundamental concepts of metaphysics presents an extended treatment of the history of metaphysics and an elaboration of a
philosophy of life and nature heidegger s concepts of organism animal behavior and environment are uniquely developed and defined with intensity of major interest is heidegger s brilliant phenomenological description of the
mood of boredome which he describes as a fundamental attunement of modern times

The London Review 1862
the early political writings of the german romantics contains all the essential political writings of friedrich schlegel schleiermacher and novalis during the formative period of romantic thought 1797 to 1803 while the political
thought of the german romantics has been generally recognised as important it has been little studied and most of the texts have been until now unavailable in english the early romantics had an ambition still relevant to
contemporary political thought how to find a middle path between conservatism and liberalism between an ethic of community and the freedom of the individual frederick c beiser s edition comprises all kinds of texts relevant
for understanding the political ideas of the early romantic circles in berlin and jena essays lectures aphorisms chapters from books and jottings from notebooks all have been translated anew many for the first time

Postmortem Postmodernists 2009
12 lectures various cities november 19 1922 august 30 1924 cw 304a the waldorf school movement was gaining increasing recognition by the time these public lectures on waldorf education took place in this collection as in
the previous volume rudolf steiner is outspoken about the spiritual nature of human beings and the world including the spiritual nature of waldorf education original german source anthroposophische menschenkunde und
pädagogik ga 304a
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The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics 1995
parables were used by jesus to reveal to us the kingdom of god and to move us from being bystanders to active recipients of god s work of revelation however parables are constantly at risk of being buried as mummies of
prose as george macdonaldputs it we become so familiar with the language of scripture that jesus parables no longer work on us in this revelatory and transforming way george macdonald the victorian poet and theologian
observed this very process at work in victorian society it was a culture saturated with christian jargon but often devoid of a profound understanding of the gospel for its own time and culture the language of scripture no longer
penetrated people s hearts imaginations and attitudes it no longer transformed people s lives macdonald called to be a pastor turned a story and more specifically the parabolic as a means of spiritual awakening he created
fictive worlds in which the language of jesus would find a new home and regain its revelatory power for his particular victorian audience

The Early Political Writings of the German Romantics 1996-03-14
an account of the complex relationship between technology and romanticism that links nineteenth century monsters automata and mesmerism with twenty first century technology s magic devices and romantic cyborgs
romanticism and technology are widely assumed to be opposed to each other romanticism understood as a reaction against rationalism and objectivity is perhaps the last thing users and developers of information and
communication technology ict think about when they engage with computer programs and electronic devices and yet as mark coeckelbergh argues in this book this way of thinking about technology is itself shaped by
romanticism and obscures a better and deeper understanding of our relationship to technology coeckelbergh describes the complex relationship between technology and romanticism that links nineteenth century monsters
automata and mesmerism with twenty first century technology s magic devices and romantic cyborgs coeckelbergh argues that current uses of ict can be interpreted as attempting a marriage of enlightenment rationalism and
romanticism he describes the romantic dialectic when this new kind of material romanticism particularly in the form of the cyborg as romantic figure seems to turn into its opposite he shows that both material romanticism and
the objections to it are still part of modern thinking and part of the romantic dialectic reflecting on what he calls the end of the machine coeckelbergh argues that to achieve a more profound critique of contemporary
technologies and culture we need to explore not only different ways of thinking but also different technologies and that to accomplish the former we require the latter

Elijah Come Again 2009-03
in light of recent dramatic revisions in criticism of european particularly german romanticism this anthology brings together key texts of the movement especially those written in the last quarter of the eighteenth century by
fichte schelling novalis august wilhelm schlegel and friedrich schlegel among others

Storied Revelations 2014-08-28
this book is the first authoritative analysis of the theory of translation in german romanticism in a systematic study of herder goethe schlegel novalis humboldt schleiermacher and hölderlin berman demonstrates the
importance of the theory of translation for an understanding of german romantic culture arguing that never before has the concept of translation been meditated in such detail and such depth indeed fundamental questions
that arise again today such as the question concerning the proper versus the literal of the other to a given culture the essence of the work of art and of language all these issues and many more are shown to have been
premeditated in a most important manner by these german romantics

New Romantic Cyborgs 2017-02-24
this book is a study of the emergence of the geographic paradigm in modern western thought around 1800

Theory as Practice 1997
the bloomsbury dictionary of eighteenth century german philosophers is a landmark work covering one of the most innovative centuries for philosophical investigation it features more than 650 entries on the eighteenth
century philosophers theologians jurists physicians scholars writers literary critics and historians whose work has had lasting philosophical significance alongside well known german philosophers of that era gottfried wilhelm
leibniz immanuel kant and georg wilhelm friedrich hegel the dictionary provides rare insights into the lives and minds of lesser known individuals who influenced the shape of philosophy each entry discusses a particular
philosopher s life contributions to the world of thought and later influences focusing not only on their most important published writings but on relevant minor works as well bibliographical references to primary and secondary
source material are included at the end of entries to encourage further reading while extensive cross referencing allows comparisons to be easily made between different thinkers ideas and practices for anyone looking to
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understand more about the century when enlightenment thinking arrived in germany and established conceits were challenged the bloomsbury dictionary of eighteenth century german philosophers is a valuable unparalleled
resource

The Experience of the Foreign 1992-01-01

The Geographic Imagination of Modernity 2008

The Bloomsbury Dictionary of Eighteenth-Century German Philosophers 2016-06-30
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